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Narrator: As dawn breaks over Nevada, the 1957 atomic test series begins. The test followed a 12 day wait for weather conditions which would keep fallout at a minimum and scored a complete success. But the series will range from this baby blast, with only half the power of the Hiroshima bomb, to the most massive weapon tested on this continent. Background for this series of tests: increasing controversy over the dangers of fallout, with the Atomic Energy Commission coming under mounting criticism both abroad and at home. At stake are grave world issues.

The breath of another century drifts into the port of New York with the arrival of the square-rigged three-masted Norwegian training ship, *Christian Radich*. Time turns back as the 200-foot vessel sails proudly up the harbor. One of eight square-riggers still in service, the *Radich* was sunk by the Nazis and re-floated after the war. This is her third New York visit and onboard are 42 teenage cadets getting their first taste of the sea the old-fashioned way. New York welcomes Captain Kjelstrup, master of the ship, and younger Norwegians who are carrying on in the traditions of the Vikings of old.

The Air Force plays host to the third annual Fire Chief’s Field Conference at Suffolk County Air Force Base. Dozens of demonstrations culminate for the spectacular simulation of a jet crash in a residential area with the emphasis on latest methods of […]